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Abstract
The  Christian  Church  generally  in  Nigeria  as  in  most  African
cultures has undergone changes in various and varied forms. This
is  a  fact  about  the  Anglican  Church  in  Etche  which  from  its
inception  has  experienced  changes  in  its  operation  as  it  has
continued to advance. Change as a human phenomenon is dynamic
and remains permanent. This paper examined the implication of
the  changes  experienced  in  Etche  by  the  Anglican  Church  in
particular and Christianity in general, by doing a comparism of
what  was  the  initial  practice  when  Christianity  was  first
introduced  in  Etcheland,  and what  it  has  grown to  be  in  time
perspective. The method adopted in arriving at our findings and
conclusion is the phenomenological method of data gathering. Our
findings  revealed  that  the  Anglican  Church  in  Etche  has  made
tremendous  progress  as  a  result  of  its  application  of  modern
technics by keying into the realities of the time, while however not
compromising its basic Christian tenets.   

Introduction
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` The  Anglican  Church  in  Etche  as  in  most  parts  of  Nigeria  has
undergone changes in its more than one hundred and thirty five years
(135yrs)  of  existence  in  Etcheland (1883-2018).  Change  is  dynamic  and
changes  in  church  practices  are  a  never  ending  process.  Any  human
organization  that  never  undergoes  transformation  can  be  regarded  as
being stagnant, not growing and as such viewed as not making progress in
the sense of the word. 

Etcheland has experienced vital changes especially since after the
end of the Nigeria civil war in 1970. Christianity and indeed other aspects
of the people’s way of life have likewise experienced change. Things are
presently done differently and in completely new ways other than the way
they were used to be done in the early years of the coming of Christianity.
These  changes  are  what  we  refer  to  as  the  modern  trends  in  Etche
Christianity in time perspective.

 These changes according to Onu (1997) “can be seen in the areas of
politics,  economy,  education,  health  care,  technology,  urbanization  and
religion” (p.159).  Kato (1976) puts it succinctly when he opined that “not
only is life in all Africa changed politically, economically and socially, it is
in the religious area that Africa has seen the greatest changes” (p.5). This
is true about the Etche people of Rivers State at large and the Anglican
Church in particular.

The Anglican Church which is the first Christian denomination to
set foot on Etche soil has experienced a great deal of change which has
brought  about  noticeable  improvements  on what  used  to  be  the  usual
practice at the initial stage of the existence of the Church in the land. The
changes can be seen in the areas of Worship, Liturgy, Clerical Ministry,
Teaching Ministry, Dressing, Evangelism, Funding, Baptism, Burials, and
Marriages etc. These modern trends are remarkable and are instrumental
to  a  great  extent  to  the  acceptance  of  Anglicanism  in  particular,  and
Christianity  at  large  in  many  parts  of  Etcheland.  The  innovations
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introduced have contributed in no small way to the socio-economic and
socio- cultural development of the area.

However as these changes take place, a sound of caution becomes
imperative here so that the Church does not lose its identity. This fear of
the Church losing its identity may have prompted Bishop Samuel Onyuku
Elenwo  (Bishop  of  Niger  Delta  Diocese  1979-1996)  in  his  Presidential
Address to the Synod of the Niger Delta Diocese in 1982 to warn Anglican
Faithful’s  that  “inasmuch  as  some  of  the  practices  which  bring  about
indigenization to the Church is to be encouraged, such innovations should
be in conformity with the good principles of the Anglican Communion”
(NDD Synod Report 1982:31)

This work deals with the trends in the Anglican Church in time
perspective as it affects Etcheland in such aspects like: Mode of Worship,
Clerical/Teaching Ministry, Evangelism, Church Funding, Church Rites,
Infrastructural development and Communication/Mobility. With the way
Christianity is practiced today and its impact on the people, one can be
right to say that it  is  not limited to winning souls for the Kingdom in
obedience to the Great Commission, but also to better the living condition
of the people through social responsibility. 

Mode of Worship
To worship is to show a lot of love and adoration for something.

Religious believers worship gods, and people can worship other people
and  things  too.  Worship  is  an  extreme  form  of  love  –  it’s  a  type  of
unquestioning devotion. If you worship God, then you love God so much
that you don’t question him at all.

Christianity came to Etche through the effort and sweat of Opobo
and Okrika traders turned Anglican missionaries.  It  could be therefore
said without fear of contradiction that Christianity was founded in Etche
by indigenous Niger Delta agents who knew little or nothing about the
culture of the Etche people. The Church developed in a foreign language –
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the Igbo and English languages respectively. This posed a great difficulty
for the people at the initial time since they could understand little or no
Igbo or English languages at all.

The Holy Bible (Bible Nso) and other relevant books of worship like
the Book of Common Prayer/Hymn (Ekpere na Abu),used in Etche at the
time,  were either in English language or translated into Igbo language.
The Holy Bible translated into Igbo language in 1913 through the efforts
and evolution of the ‘Union Igbo’ was referred to as ‘Bible Nso’ and used in
most parts of Eastern Nigeria; so also was the Book of Common Prayer –
Epkere na Abu. These books were sort of forced on the people of the Niger
Delta area – another form of colonialism you may agree say.

Commenting  on  this  development,  Tasie  (1997)  said  “a  foreign
language  was  made  the  language  of  Christianity  in  the  Niger  Delta,
thereby producing intellectual Christians” (p.69). The people were forced
to learn either the English language or the Igbo language to participate
intelligently and actively in worship. Since culture is the way of life of a
people which makes them distinct; and language being one of such ways
of any people,  it  is  right  to therefore say that  the culture of  the Etche
people was distorted. This could be the reason why many cultural and
moral values of the people have suffered so many setbacks in the present
times. 

The  indigenous  language  was  relegated  to  the  background,
however the Nigeria civil war according to Onu (1997) “unlocked the door
shut against the indigenization of the Anglican liturgy” (p.161). Prior to
the Nigeria civil  war,  the people of Etche were indoctrinated to believe
that God can only understand some major languages in worship. All that
has been proved to be lies since God created and understands, and hears
prayers and accepts worship made to Him in any language of the world
including that spoken by Etche people of Rivers State.

This development has made many local people to take up Church
appointments as Church Teachers and Lay readers.  The Etche language
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has become the official language of worship in Etcheland in recent times
and the New Testament has been translated to the local language. Prior to
this time, the canticles and hymns selected for each Sunday and occasion
were holistically adopted and strictly followed. The singing of choruses
was a taboo and was said to be un-Anglican, and anyone that dared use it
in corporate worship was sanctioned. In fact, churches like the Apostolic
Church that  used choruses  during worship were  referred to  as  ‘church
nkpankpa aka’ – a derogatory term for churches that had no liturgy.

As it was with church music, so also was it with prayers. Prayers
were  read  from  the  Epkere  na  Abu by  the  service  reader  and  the
congregation only expected to just repeat what he or she directed them to
say or recite. To shout ‘Praise the Lord’ was a taboo and abomination for
that amounted to bringing in the practices of the so called ‘mushroom’
churches into the Anglican Church. In fact any attempt to pray out aloud,
or shout ‘Praise the Lord, Hallelujah’ attracted severe sanctions and severe
consequences.  All  that  has changed now as one can authoritatively say
that the Anglican Church in Etche now worships God without restrictions
since the Holy Spirit is allowed to lead and direct as He pleases in worship
and  this  has  contributed  to  the  growth  experienced  in  the  church
presently.

Clerical / Teaching Ministry
Christian activities  started in Etche in about 1883 but  it  was not

until  1963  that  Etcheland  had  its  first  indigenous  Priest.  Prior  to  this
period in history, the Mission workers and Priests had been from the Ijaw
part  of  the  Niger  Delta  or  from Igboland.  Its  worthy  of  note  that  the
improvement  recorded in  the  acceptance  and spread  of  Christianity  in
Etche wouldn’t have been possible without the involvement of local Clergy
and other non-Clergy. Etcheland had its first recognized Church station in
1912 and remained as part of Okrika District until 1933 when it was ceded
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to  Isiokpo  District  as  annex  with  Rev.  D.  Beregha  as  District
Superintendent. It remained as annex to Isiokpo district until 1948.

In  1948,  Etche  became  an  autonomous  District  of  Bonny
Archdeaconry  in  the  Diocese  on  the  Niger.  The  District
constituted  of  two  groups:  Upper  Etche  with  Catechist
Nwokocha  as  group  leader,  and  Lower  Niger  under
Catechist S. Y. Chukwuigwe. The first Pastor was Rev. J. A.
Okafor (Alor) in whose time the Parsonage, the office block
and  belfry  were  built.  This  took  place  when  Elder  T.  O.
Alozie was the district treasurer and Mr. D. Kas-Nwogu was
the District Clerk. (Advent of Christianity in Etche: 2008)

In 1963, Etche had its first indigenous Priest in the person of Rev.
Elijah Otamiri a native of Umuechem, who is also credited to have started
the Anglican Youth Fellowship. Prior to the Ordination of the Rev. Elijah
Otamiri, non-indigenes manned the affairs of the Church in its early years
of  existence,  which  made  the  people  look  at  the  Church  as  a  foreign
religious organization administered by foreigners whose main target was
to exploit the people. 

The 1970’s ushered tremendous admission of Etche sons into the
Holy Order beginning with the Ven. Dr. Emmanuel Sunday Onyegorom
Amadi in 1972 (son of the second District treasurer, Chief Abel Amadi)
who became the pioneer Archdeacon of Etche.  This was followed by the
ordination of Rev. Jonathan Irondi Otamiri (1974), Rev. Canon Daniel O. B.
Iheanacho (1975), and Ven. Lazarus Nwafor (1977). These clergymen were
ordained  by  the  Rt.  Rev.  Yibo  Alalibo  Fubara  (Bishop  of  Niger  Delta
Diocese).

In the 1980’s another set  of clergymen of Etche ethnic extraction
were also admitted into the Holy Orders.  Precisely  in 1983,  the Revds.
Stanford Ozoemenem Eche,  Samuel O.  Managwu and S.  Nwogu Obasi
were ordained; and in 1986 the Revds. Samuel Chinaka Dick, Samuel O.
Onyeche and Simeon Adiele Chikwe were ordained. The 1990’s marked
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the  ordination  of  many  Etche  sons  including  the  Ven.  Dr.  Godwin
Aturuchi Eche (1991) and of course Rt. Rev. Okechukwu Precious Nwala
(1999) the pioneer Bishop of Etche; and many others not listed here. All
these  were  by the Rt.  Rev.  Samuel  Onyukwu Elenwo (Bishop of  Niger
Delta Diocese). 

The role these indigenous Clergy has played in the teaching of the
people in their  native language aimed at spreading the Gospel;  and in
Pastoral  ministry  of  the  Church  cannot  be  overemphasized.  While  the
clergymen and Evangelists were in charge of the spiritual wellbeing of the
parishioners, some laymen and women were also taking care of the other
aspects of the church life, as Clerks, Treasurers,  Drivers and Sextons or
Gardner.

Evangelism
According  to  Stiles  (2016),  evangelism  is  teaching,  (heralding,

proclaiming, preaching) the gospel (the message from God that leads to
salvation)  with  the  aim  (hope,  desire,  goal)  to  persuade  (convince,
convert). Therefore evangelism is not an act of violence or war. It requires
persuasion. White (1946) had earlier summarized it as the very heart of
Christianity.  It  is  the theme of a primary importance to those called to
herald God’s last warning to a doomed world. Schantz (2000) on his part
expressed the concept of evangelism based on Matthew 28:18-20 which
was given by Christ Himself with a command to His disciples. Evangelism
is the heart beat of God. According to Adeleye (2009), “it is the zealous
proclamation  of  the  good  news  about  Jesus  Christ,  urging  men  and
women to repent of their sins and put their trust in Jesus Christ as their
only savior, and to make Him the Lord of their lives” (p.25). The Lausanne
Covenant (1974) notes: “Word evangelization requires the whole church to
take the whole Gospel to the whole world” (p.6). 

One  of  the  strategies  adopted  by  the  early  missionaries  to
evangelize the Etche people was open air / house to house evangelism.
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These  methods  to  an  extent  paid  off in  as  much as  it  encouraged the
villagers to accept the Christian Faith and become members of the church.
However  this  strategy  couldn’t  make  the  much  desired  impact  on  the
people due to its crude nature since the new converts were not given the
necessary follow up they needed to keep them in the church; hence when
the so called ‘Pentecostal’ Churches came on board, they had a field day
re-converting those who were already in  the church,  by describing the
Anglican Church as worldly, unspiritual and dead.

However things turned around in the 1990’s  when the Anglican
Communion Worldwide declared the decade as ‘Decade of Evangelism’.
The Anglican Church in Etche was not left out as it caught the new wave
of  evangelism  by  intensifying  its  evangelical  drive  to  redeem  the  lost
image of their church. Through the instrumentality of the just established
‘Great Anglican Revival Team’ (GART), many Etche sons and daughters
availed themselves of the opportunity to train as Evangelists and Mission
Workers.  Upon graduation,  the returned to their  local  congregations to
become the instruments of the much anticipated ‘Revival’ in Etcheland.

The trend now is that the word ‘born again’ has returned to the
Anglican  Church  vocabulary  in  Etche.  Evangelical  crusades  and  soul
lifting programmes lasting for  days have become a  common feature in
almost all Anglican Churches in Etche. Revival outreaches are regular and
sometimes  guest  preachers  from other  denominations  are  invited.  The
Anglican Youth  Fellowship has  been  on the fore front  in  this  move to
revive the church, while the men and women are not also left out as all
have caught this fire of revival.

Through  this  modern  trend  and  approach  to  evangelism,  many
persons who had left the Anglican Church before accusing it that it had
nothing to offer in terms of spirituality are returning back to the church of
their birth and baptism. This accounts for why the Anglican Church in
Etche has remained the church of the people (community church). Little
wonder the Anglican Diocese in Etche is referred to and called ‘Diocese of
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Etche’ and the Bishop referred simply as ‘Bishop of Etche’. This trend on
evangelism has contributed to the growth experienced in Etche in time
perspective. 

Church Funding
Before the 1990’s, the main source of revenue (church funding) in

the Anglican Churches in Etche was based on the three ‘Self’ policy of the
Church Missionary Society (CMS), one of which was the policy of ‘self-
supporting’ of the Rev. Henry Venn. This meant that the church depended
on internally generated funds for its day to day financing. These internal
sources  included  those  conventional  means  such  as  class  fees,  church
collection, special thanksgiving, secret offerings and levies during special
occasions such as Easter, Harvests thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year etc.
Bazaar sales after harvest thanksgiving were also the order of the day in
those early days of the existence of the church in Etcheland. 

Truth  is  that  the  funds  realized from these  sources  at  that  time
served the purpose of the time and when the church lacked anything, it
turned to the community for assistance. Often the communities responded
positively especially when it involved the building of a place of worship
and the welfare of the church worker, because the church was seen as the
community church and a rallying point for all. But as time went by and
the  Church  began  to  spread,  coupled  with  the  rise  of  independent
churches and demands of modernization, these sources couldn’t meet up
the required expenses of  the churches hence the need to  explore other
avenues to generate funds for its sustainability.

In  recent  times  these  old  ways  of  generation  of  funds  have
experienced rebirth resulting to improvement in the income of the church
to  meet  up  with  her  ever  increasing  demands.  Parishioners  are  now
encouraged to give willingly according to their earnings rather than the
old method of flat levy on all. There is also the emphasis on expression in
worship whereby the worshippers are made to understand that worship is
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direct  exercise between them and their  creator,  and that whatever they
offer  to  Him  must  be  done  cheerfully  with  the  hope  of  receiving
commensurate blessings from God. Harvest thanksgiving services are no
longer seen as mere annual rituals, but services of thanksgiving to God,
during  which  funds  are  raised  through  launchings  for  church
development.  Bazaar  sales  are  no  longer  in  vogue  and the  people  are
encouraged to pay their tithes (one tenth of their total earning) faithfully
and promptly.

Levies on special occasions such as Easter, Christmas, Saints Day,
New Year etc, are now old fashioned. During such occasions, parishioners
are  encouraged  to  give  willingly  according  to  the  measure  they  have
received from God. Another means through which the Anglican Churches
in  Etche  have  devised  to  improve  their  revenue  in  time  perspective  is
‘Effort Sunday’ or what some refer to as ‘Rally’.

The church in Etche in a bid to be self-supporting has also gone into
investment in landed property. Many of the churches today own lockup
stores and residential apartments which are rented out to those who need
them with the hope of raising funds to meet the financial needs of their
respective local congregations. In churches that are located in semi urban
and urban areas, this method of fund raising is seen all over the place.
Many have also adopted the building of schools as a means of not only
providing  in  their  locality  sound basic  Christian  education,  but  also  a
source of  improvement on their  finances.  These schools have no doubt
improved  on  the  income  accruable  to  these  churches  annual  revenue.
Aside giving children sound education, and improving the revenue base
of  the  churches,  it  has  also  provided  employment  to  the  teeming
unemployed youths.

Church Rites
Among the Etche people of Rivers State the birth of a child into a

family brings joy and happiness not only to the immediate family, but to
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the larger community. It is against this backdrop that Mbiti writing about
Africans said “nature brings the child into the world, but society creates
the child into a social being and a complete person”. When a child is born
in  any  community  in  Etche  there  is  usually  joy and celebration  in  the
entire community. 

Before  the  coming  of  Christianity  to  Etche,  certain  rituals  are
performed to  usher  in  the  birth  of  the  child into  the  community.  It  is
expected  that  every  child  (male  and  female)  were  circumcised  by  the
traditional  birth  attendants  whose  sole  responsibility  it  was  to  deliver
those women of their babies in those days. The danger in this was that
these children were exposed to various and varied kinds of infections due
to  the  unhygienic  conditions  and  environments  in  which  these
circumcisions were performed; thereby resulting to the high mortality rate
recorded. However all these has changed with birth seen nowadays as an
immediate  family  affair.  Hospitals  and  Maternities  now  litter  the
landscape of Etcheland with trained personnel manning and taking care
of ante-natal and post-natal cases as they arise. This no doubt has reduced
infant mortality.

With  the  coming  of  Christianity,  children  are  admitted  into  the
church through baptism. However in recent times, in Etche Anglicanism
the word baptism has been replaced by the word ‘child dedication’. This
trend is borrowed from the vocabulary of the new churches that refer to
themselves simply as ‘Pentecostals’. These ‘Pentecostals’ discourage infant
baptism  maintaining  that  Jesus  example  should  be  followed  since
according to them, Jesus presented Himself for baptism and not by His
parents  or  even God-parents.  This  however  has  not  changed the Etche
Anglican who still brings his or her child forth for baptism at infancy. The
major change however is that rather than some referring to it as ‘baptism’
they prefer the word ‘dedication’. No matter by what nomenclature the
fact still remains that parents bring their children to be admitted into the
church. 
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Marriage  is  another  rite  that  has  experienced  change  with  the
introduction  of  Christianity  in  Etche  land.  Church  marriage  has  now
assumed a new trend and dimension. No young man or woman in Etche
would want to end with traditional marriage without walking the aisles of
a Christian church, dressed in suit or gown as the case may be.  In the
present days, traditional marriage is seen as the preliminary rite which
prepares the couple for the real marriage which is ‘solemnization’ for fresh
couples,  and ‘blessing  of  marriage’  for  couples  who are  already living
together. This enables the couple to enjoy all the rights and privilege of the
church and qualify them to take up positions in the church such as Lay
readers, member of Church Council, investiture to the honorific order of
Knighthood, which qualifies them to be addressed as ‘Sir’ or ‘Dame’ or
‘Lady’ as the case may be.

Death and burial are the other aspects that Anglicanism has made
remarkable  impact  in  Etche  land.  The  tradition  of  the  Etche  people
permitted that when a married woman dies her remains is expected to be
taken back to her paternal home for burial.  This age long tradition has
been in practice in Etche land from origin. The implication is that if the
deceased husband survives her, he is made to pay dearly before her corpse
would  be  taken  for  burial.  This  tradition  has  made  many  to  become
debtors  because of  the high demands that  in-laws  and maternal  home
people make on husbands and children of the deceased who in a desire to
satisfy  them  (in  order  not  to  incur  the  wrath  of  those  in-laws)  go
borrowing  and  sometimes  pledge  their  farmlands.  This  obnoxious
tradition has given way to modernization. The Anglican Church in Etche
spearheaded a move in the 1990’s protesting to the Etche Supreme Council
of  Chiefs  to  proscribe  this  tradition  which  has  caused  many  Etche
daughters not to be married by non-indigenes and indigenous Christians
alike who couldn’t cope with the demands of this tradition. The protest
was  considered  and  this  tradition  abolished.  Presently,  Anglicans  and
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even non Anglicans (Christians and non-Christians) now bury their dead
wives in their matrimonial homes.

Before 1996, corpses of the dead were kept in the morgue for as
long as the relatives wished but with the new policy of the diocese of
Niger Delta North (which has also been adopted by the Diocese of Etche),
no corpse is expected to remain unburied beyond three weeks as approved
except  on  the  permission  of  the  Bishop  for  extension  which  may  not
exceed  one  week.  This  policy  has  been  religiously  observed  since  the
creation of Diocese of Etche in 2007. Christian burial has been accepted by
the generality of Etche people and has made life easy with regards to the
burial  of  their  deceased  relatives.  This  is  why  when  someone  who  is
known not to belong to any church or is not even a Christian dies,  the
relation go all  out to hire Pastor(s)  and or in some cases approach the
‘community church’ to pay their dues so that they can be buried by the
church. It is less expensive and less stressful.

Infrastructural Development
Infrastructure  is  defined  by  the  Oxford  Advanced  Learners

Dictionary (New 8th Edition: 2010) as “the basic systems and services that
are  necessarily  for  country  or  an  organization  to  run  smoothly,  for
example  buildings,  transport  and  water  and  power  supplies”  (p.770).
Before the introduction of Christianity in Etche, infrastructure was crude
as many African tribes of pre-colonial era. Houses were built with mud
and thatches. There were no good roads since most were footpaths which
could only be accessed by foot. Of course there were no trucks, cars, or
even  bicycles.  People  moved  from  place  to  place  on  foot  and  these
movements  were  restricted  within  their  immediate  environments.  The
sources  of  water  included  streams,  ponds,  and  wells  which  were  not
healthy  for  human  consumption.  Power  supply  was  lacking.  The  only
source of  generating power for  domestic  use was coal  which was kept
alive by constant addition of fire wood which was in abundance at the
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time. The rich used bush lamp which was fueled with palm oil. This was
the extent of the infrastructure that was employed for the running of Etche
communities prior to the coming of Christianity. 

The first church buildings in Etche were built with palm fronds and
Indian bamboo called ekwerenmako by the Etche people.  Ekwerenmako was
also used to construct seats for the worshippers, while the spill over either
sat on mats brought from their homes or stood to listen to the missionaries
teach  them  the  Lord’s  Prayer,  Catechism  and  or  preach  the  gospel.
However as time went on, the trend began to change with the first Church
built  with  corrugated  roof  erected  in  1936  in  Umuola  waterside.  This
Church had mud walls which still stand till date, though no worship goes
on there presently. It was from this humble beginning that other tow1ns in
Etche began to erect zinc roofed Church buildings. Today as one moves
round Etche, he finds magnificent Church buildings littered all over the
place. The Church which began as a single waterside church in Umuakonu
Chokota,  Igboh  has  grown  in  every  town  and  village  of  Etche  ethnic
nationality. In contrast to the thatch and mud buildings that used to litter
all over the place, modern buildings with galleries constructed in the most
modern architectural designs are now all over the place. The parsonages
have become some of the most beautiful houses in the towns where they
are situated. 

Most  Parish  Churches  in  the  Anglican  Diocese  of  Etche  have
‘evangelism bus’ as a pre-requisite for granting them autonomy. With the
advent of motor able roads criss-crossing the length and breadth of Etche
land, movement is now a lot easier. In fact life has become pleasurable and
ministry enjoyable courtesy of the development that the coming and the
acceptance of Christianity by the local people has brought. The source of
water in time perspective has shifted from dependence on streams, wells
and ponds – which often was not healthy for human consumption – to
more advanced introduction of pipe-borne water supply. There is scarcely
any Parish in Etche land today that has not sank a borehole which most
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often does not only serve those who live in the Church yard, but also the
entire community population. 

The crude and risky use of live coal and bush lamp fuelled with
palm oil has given way to the more advanced use of generating sets and
public  power  supply  made  available  by  the  government  since  the
discovery of petroleum products in commercial quantity in Nigeria in the
1950’s. There is NEPA (public power supply) in almost all communities in
Etcheland.  However  as  population  increased,  coupled  with  high  level
corruption in this  sector,  this government agency could no longer cope
with  its  statutory  responsibility  to  the  populace;  hence  many  business
persons  flooded the  country  with  generating  sets  either  powered  with
premium motor spirit (PMS) or gas (diesel). There is hardly any household
in Etche today that does not have a generating set – no matter how small –
to  supply  them  with  power.  Solar  energy  is  also  found  as  alternative
power which advantage is to reduce pollution of the environment caused
by flaring which is the major cause of depletion of the ozone layer which
causes climate change.

Communication and Mobility
Communication  is  defined  by  the  Oxford  Advanced  Learners

Dictionary (New 8th Edition: 2010) as “the activity or process of expressing
ideas  and  feelings  or  of  giving  people  information”  (p.290).  It  is  also
“methods of sending information, especially telephones, radio, computers,
etc”. Likewise, mobility means to “move easily from place to place, social
class, or job to another. It is also “the ability to move, or travel around
easily” (p.951).

When Christianity came to Etche as in many African societies,  it
encountered  communication  problems  which  no  doubt  also  affected
mobility. It was not easy to move from one place to the other, talk more of
sending messages across  to  other  parts  of  the ethnic  nationality.  There
were  no  post  offices,  telephones,  radios  and  computers  with  which
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information could be assessed. The missionaries relied on dug-out canoes
and by foot to decimate information. These means no doubt slowed down
the spread of Christianity and created a situation whereby the excesses of
the missionaries were difficult to be checked. 

In recent times,  apart  from the efforts  the Churches are making,
through their evangelistic activities, the use of the media such as radio,
television,  social  media  etc,  cannot  be  overemphasized.  According  to
Nmah (2008) “since making its entry into the country in 2001 the Global
System of Mobile (GSM) communication has no doubt affected the lives of
Nigerians  in  so  many  ways”  (p.173).  These  facilities  have  contributed
greatly to the spread of the gospel especially in Etche. Weekly bulletins
and monthly publications in which activities of the various churches are
brought to the fore for the people to be informed are present features of
most churches in Etche.

To  be  able  to  reach  the  people  wherever  they  may  be,  many
churches have acquired vehicles to ease transportation challenges not only
for the Priests, but also the movement of parishioners to various church
activities within and outside Etche land. In fact the world has become a
global village and Etche is not left out in this development. There is no
restriction  of  any  professed Christian  who feels  called  to  the  ordained
ministry to work in any part of Etche hence you many non Etche sons and
daughters serving in churches in Etcheland. 

Conclusion
The Anglican Church in Etche has experienced lots of change in

time perspective and this change has also seriously influenced the psyche
and attitude of the people in no small way. The peoples world view has
undergone transformation viewed by different school of thought as either
commendable or as a distorting agent. To some especially the traditional
and nominal Christians, the peoples known ways of life has been distorted
and as such they see Christianity as having done harm much harm than
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good to the peoples culture and what makes them a distinct people; while
to  others  especially  the  ‘educated’  and  ‘enlightened’  it  has  brought
positive development and enlightenment to the people by ushering them
to the globalized and advanced world – depending anyway on the divide
one chooses to belong. Truth which however is not contestable is that
Christianity as a religious belief, no matter what divide one may wish to
belong, brought development to the people of Etche. These developments
can  be  viewed in  terms  of  the  advancement  experienced  in  the  world
technologically which has made the world a global village. Life is made
much easier to live with its  attendant challenges of  disease,  crime and
criminality. This too depends on how one decides to classify the extent of
development which could be good or bad development as the case may
be.
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